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Roadmap

1. Why is rapid prototyping important now?
2. What are key elements to Georgia State University’s process?
3. What are some GSU case studies that show this in action?
4. Takeaways
(Sneak peek on case studies)

1. Master’s in Public Health - Show program alignment to updated CEIF Accreditation guidelines
2. EdPsych - Shifting program to meet structural changes
3. Criminal Justice - Redesigning program for flexibility to increase enrollment
Learning Objectives: Audience will be able to

1. Identify the need for rapid prototyping in their own program development.

2. Define human-centered design approach.

3. Articulate the need for clear data visualizations during and after program and course design process.
Let’s start from the top:

What do we mean by “rapid prototyping?”

Why is this significant now?
Case Studies

1. **Master’s in Public Health** - Show program alignment to updated CEIF Accreditation guidelines

2. **EdPsych** - Shifting program to meet structural changes

3. **Criminal Justice** - Redesigning program for flexibility to address declining enrollment
MPH: Show program alignment to updated CEIF Accreditation guidelines
EdPsych: Shifting program to meet structural changes
Criminal Justice: Redesigning program for flexibility to increase enrollment
Key process insights

1. Human-centered design

2. Strong, collaborative visualizations/blueprints

3. Use data to inform design
Revisit learning objectives:

1. Identify the need for rapid prototyping in their own program development.

2. Define human-centered design approach.

3. Articulate the need for clear data visualizations during and after program and course design process.
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